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How to transport cryptographic keys
... if no tamed predator is available
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- SAML
  "Security Assertion Markup Language"
- Standard for exchanging security statements (Assertions) about subjects
  Authentication / Authorization / Attestation / …
- XML-based
- Flexible, extensive, extensible
- Most known usage scenario: Single-Sign-On
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- SAML
- XML
- XML Encryption
- XML Signature
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- Usage of standard SAML Extension Points
- No Schema violation
- Fully SAML compatible
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Assertions offer support for:

- Integrity protection through digital signatures
- Confidentiality protection through encryption
- Time-bound validity
- Detailed issuer and subject information
- Identity binding
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- Key federation between multiple services
- Inseparable Identity – Key Binding, beyond service borders
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**Transport Level Security**

- Consumer
  - Data
- Service A
  - Data
- Service B
  - Data

**Message Level Security**

- Consumer
  - Data
- Service A
  - Data
- Service B
  - Data
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PLACE KEY DATA HERE
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Assertion ID="referToMe"
  Issuer
  Signature
    SignedInfo
      CanonicalizationMethod
      SignatureMethod
      Reference URI="#referToMe"
      Transforms
      DigestMethod
      DigestValue
    SignatureValue
  KeyInfo
  Subject
  AttributeStatement
    Attribute Name="desiredKey"
    AttributeValue
      KeyInfo
      EncryptedKey
        KeyInfo
        KeyName recipientsPrivateKey
      EncryptionMethod
      CarriedKeyName desiredKey
      CipherData
      CipherValue
STUCK
Proposal: Compatibility with SAML Protocols

Key Requester

SAML Attribute Query
- Issuer
- Signature
- Subject
- Attribute: desired key

Key Server

SAML Response
- Assertion
  - Issuer
  - Signature
  - Subject
  - AttributeStatement
    - Attribute
      - AttributeValue: encrypted key
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1. Middleware fetches (encrypted) data from untrusted Cloud storage
2. MicroSD not in possession of required key (yet)
3. Key is requested with SAML AttributeQuery (including signed authorization data)
4. Key Server responds with signed and encrypted key
5. MicroSD decrypts wrapped key
6. Middleware decrypts fetched data
Time for questions
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